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  Communication skills 

 
sem-III 

Time allowed: 3 hrs       Maximum Marks: 75    

 

Note: Attempt Five questions in all selecting Two questions each from each Section-A and B 

and the Entire Section-C which is compulsory. Each question in Section-A and Section-

B carries 12 marks and compulsory question 9 carries 16 marks  

UNIT I 

1. Sum up briefly the ideas contained in Gardeners’ essay on letter writing  

OR 

What changes have taken place in the world since the age of imperialism?  10 

2. How do WikiLeaks and Facebook deal with the idea of privacy? What reactions have 

corporate houses expressed about WikiLeaks? 

OR 

Trace the development of international recognition for the formulation of a written 

body of human rights.         10 

UNIT II 

3. Answer any 5 of the given 7 questions  

i. Comment on the title ‘Why I want a wife’. 

ii. What meaning does ‘Bharat Bandh’ of English convey to you? 

iii. Why was shocked to see people in Jobra? (Towards creating a poverty free 

world) 

iv. How does Kalam define ‘flow’ (Work brings solace) 

v. How has the digital world changed our lives? (WikiLeaks Facebook and the 

end of discretion). 

vi. How is India a host to a diversity of regional climate? (Issue In the Writing of 

Environmental History) 

vii. Why do you say that the idea of human rights is universal? (Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights )     5x3=15 



4. Write a letter to the editor of the newspaper expressing your views regarding the 

increasing use of drugs by the youth  

or 

Write a letter to your father expressing your wish to join Indian army after completing 

studies           10 

UNIT III 

5. Attempt any twenty out of the following sentences  

1. Put in could or was/ were able to  

i. I had no key, so I -----------lock the door  

ii. The computer went wrong, but luckily Emma---------- put it right again  

2. What would you say. Use will, would, shell or should  

i. Refuse to take any risks 

ii. Suggest going to the swimming pool  

3. Write a second sentence with the similar meaning using the words given in 

brackets  

i. The best thing for you to do is sit down. (better) 

ii. You should be careful. (ought) 

4. Decide which word is correct  

i. I'm quite happy to walk. You------------drive me home  

a) don't   b) haven’t c) mustn’t d) needn’t 

ii. ----------I have some more tea, please? 

a) shell  b) won't  c) could  d) would  

5. Write the sentence using didn't need to or needn't have  

i. Luckily we were able to sell our old house before we bought the new one (We/ 

borrow/ Any money) 

ii. Service was included in the bill so (you/ tip/ the waiter) 

It was a waste of money  

6. Choose the right option  

i. We can't go along here because that road is ----------- 

a) been repair b) being repaired c) repair  d) repaired 

ii. He ------------made to surrender his passport  

a) will  b) has   c) did   d) was  



7. Use the notes and complete the second sentence using active or passive voice  

i. (Past simple: Claire/ go/ to London/ last year) 

You remember Claire she ---------------- 

ii. (Past perfect: Throw away/ your stamp collection) 

Bad news about your stamp collection. It's ---------------- 

8. Rewrite the sentences beginning with the underlined words  

i. We need to correct the mistakes 

ii. Thieves robbed a woman  

9. Write the correct sentence  

i. Baseball do play at this stadium  

ii. I have got a report to be written  

iii. To the winner was given a prize  

10. Make sentences from the notes 

i. Tessa/ what/ buy/ a new coat/ soon   

ii. I/ can’t face/ get up/ at five/ tomorrow 

11. Combine each pair of sentences using a to-infinitive or an ing-form 

i. I’m afraid. I might hurt myself. 

ii. Rita wasn’t sure. Which way should she go? 

iii. Susan is used to it. She’s always lived in the country. 

iv. We’ve advised Neena. She should get a lawyer. 

20x1.5=30 
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